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SPINCAT® SC-125 

The SpinCat set the standard in engineered, durable yet cost effective rotating wash tools. 

Introducing the newest addition to the product line, the Slimhole SpinCat SC-125.  The SC125 

provides well intervention teams with an advanced solution for 1 ¼” CT BHA’s requiring a 

“slick” or Slimhole profile. Proven effective in wells with small ID restrictions and a history of 

entry challenges, the SC-125’s smooth profile aids reaching target depths the first time then 

delivers powerful impact force and dwell time to enhance perf stimulation and clean-out 

objectives. 

Dimensions are: 8.300” Long x 1.250” OD 
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Dual Flapper Check Valve 

Used to eliminate flow-back from the wellbore, the Dual Flapper Check Valve’s spring loaded 

valves provide maximum flow area while also ensuring high performance sealing 

capabilities.  Risk of failure is virtually eliminated through the dual sealing arrangement. 

The Dual Flapper Check Valve is a standard coiled tubing string component and is frequently run 

with drilling motor strings for work-over and completion operations.  The tool ensures safe 

operation when running coiled tubing into high-volume, high-pressure or H2S 

environments.  When run above Mechanical or Hydraulic Release Tools, the Flapper Check 

Valve’s large ID design allows passage of disconnect balls or darts, and reduces unnecessary back 

pressure on the surface pumps.  The GDI Flapper Cartridge housing incorporates a simple ‘drop-

in and thread’ design with the Dual Flapper Check Valve housings, providing ease of assembly. 
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Deployment & Straight Bar 

The Straight Bar allows for the extension of the tool string in situations where a longer section 

of the BHA is required while still maintaining the maximum flow through bore.  The Straight 

Bar is flush with the BHA to reduce the risk of hanging or standing up on restrictions.  GDI’s 

Straight Bar can also be used between a Jar and Accelerator to add weight, increasing the 

duration and force of impact. Global Dynamics Deployment Bar is used to deploy a long 

bottom hole assembly into and out of a well. The Deployment Bars can be staggered, thus 

limiting the amount of lubricator required.  The Deployment Bar is also designed to match the 

coil OD and ID, allowing full through bore, and reducing the risk of hanging or standing up at 

restrictions and allowing the BOP rams to seal on the OD of the tool 
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Roll-On Connector 

The coiled tubing Roll-On Connector connects coiled tubing to the bottom hole assembly (BHA). 

To install, the coiled tubing seam and burrs are removed from the end of the coiled tubing and 

the Roll-On Connector is inserted in the end.  A hardened roller wheel on the installation tool 

crimps the coiled tubing into the connector grooves. 

The roll-on wheel and Pipe cutter to do the installation can also be provided by GDI. 
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